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Dear Art & Cookie-Loving Buckaroos: 
Pretty please come by Second Saturday, JULY 11 (7 to 10 pm) for the 
North East Wellness Center’s Positive Visions arts program show and sale—
Art and Cookies. Support the programs and clients of the center, start your holiday shopping 
early, and treat yourself to some homemade cookies. ALL proceeds go to Positive Visions. 

Cookie Bakers: Drop off at the gallery anytime after 3pm Sat. July 11. Cookies can be any kind, and 
will sell for $1 each (so size or package accordingly). If you do special recipe baking, please make a 
label or sign (gluten-free, dairy-free, nut-free, etc.). 

To Live and Dine in L.A. Yes please...
Currently on view in the Getty Gallery (second 
floor) at Los Angeles Central Library (5th & Flower, 
downtown) is an exhibit of menus from the library’s 
vast Menu Collection. The accompanying hardcover 
book—designed right here in Highland Park—is a 
rainbow cornucopia of delicious eye-candy. We don’t 
really know anyone who doesn’t like food a lot, and 
who doesn’t love to eat out, so there really is something 
for everyone in the book and exhibit. Reminisce about 
your favorite shuttered dining establishments, learn 

about some you’ll be 
sorry you missed, and 
discover new chefs and 
ideas about food. We all 
know that change is 
a constant (especially 
these days on No. Fig, 
right?)—here is a menu 
from the location that 
is now The Greyhound 
Bar & Grill (!). 

Charlie Chan • 5570 N. Figueroa St., Los Angeles • 1989

Book available at angelcitypress.com, 
Future Studio Gallery, LAPL Library 
Store, independent bookstores, amazon.
com. Hardcover, 224 pages, $45. 

Repaint Chicken Boy Update
Thank you a bunch to 
everyone who has donated 
to this effort. We are really close 
to the match for our grant from L.A. 
Neighborhood Initiative and still accepting 
donations if you are so inclined. 

We believe we have found our repainter 
hero, and hope to start this project in 
July or August, though depending on the 
weather, we may adjust the sched cause it 
seems like it’s gonna be HOT a lot. 

 
 Thank You! Friends of Chicken Boy: Vitaly Koshman • Alana Douvros • Art Reyes • Flora Ito & David 

Davis • Nick Santangelo • Venessa de Anda & Austin Gorg • Laurene Harding & Luis Rivas • Mona 
Jean Cedar & Jeff Boynton • TK Nagano • Patty Quinn & Tim Spain • Kristi Engle & Daniel Brodo 
• Heather McLarty & Troy Evans • Ellen La Scola & Jay Kavoian • Suzanne & Herb Siegel • Isa-Kae 
Meksin • Colleen & Darrell Bates • Rob Schatz • Louisa Van Leer & Rodney Ascher & Anton Ascher • 
Galust Mardirussian • Barbara Thomason • Daniel Orlandi • Tim Miller • Lyn Mayer • Cidne Hart & 
Kevin Hass • Paul Downer • Aimee Boyce & Christopher Westcott • Liz Mamorsky • Pi Day Tip Jar • 
Marguerite Jones & Peter Hess • Jain & Eliot Sekuler • Tom Topping • Jenna Ervin • Amy McCubbin • 
Michael Arson • Katrina Alexy • Katerine Wong • Waynna Kato • Joe Potts • Kathy Thompson • Karen 
S. Martin • Pauline Cerullo • Susan Einstein • Karen Fulks • Dr Rolando Vasquez/North Figueroa 
Animal Hospital • Highland Park Ebell Club • Daniel Strebin • Helen Yagake • Julie Inouye • Your Name 
Here (make donations at chickenboyshop.com or via PayPal: northfigueroa@gmail.com)
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Old L.A. Farmers Market • Every Tuesday from 3 to 8 pm • North Ave 57 and Marmion Way
Farm Fresh Produce • Prepared Foods • Arts & Crafts • Music & Fun • Meet Your Neighbors and Make New Friends • Sponsored by North Figueroa Association

Yeah, oh boy, political stuff is heating up big time. And it’s just going to get crazier until the big elections. We thought we’d share some 
resources for a couple of worthy causes and hope you’ll check them out. There’s online petitions and a lot of background info on . . .

lavote.net: Register to vote online! Please.                                                                  

stampstampede.org

The influence of money in politics is one of the biggest 
problems of our time because it impacts every issue and 
diminishes everyone’s voice. When politicians focus 

more on fundraising than legislating, the elite who can afford a 
lobbyist or cut big campaign checks gain access and influence 
while ‘we the people’ get left behind. That’s not right, and 
people everywhere are stepping up to do something about it.

Ben Cohen, the co-founder of Ben & Jerry’s Ice Cream, 
had this idea to use money to get money out of politics—he 
calls it monetary jiu jitsu. It became the Stamp Stampede, 
and we’re using it to support legislation that limits campaign 
spending and a constitutional amendment that states 
“corporations are not people and money is not speech.”

Now, by legally stamping messages on dollar bills, tens of 
thousands of people like us are helping to build the movement 
to amend the constitution and get money out of politics. Each 
bill in circulation reaches hundreds of people, so by stamping 
a few bills every day with messages to get big money out of 
politics, we can reach millions. It’s like a portable billboard or 
a petition on steroids, and it’s a fun, hands-on way to make a 
difference.

Join the Stampede! Together, we’re building a movement to restore 
our democracy.

movetoamend.org

We the People, NOT We the Corporations
 

On January 21, 2010, with its ruling in Citizens United v. Federal Election 
Commission, the Supreme Court ruled that corporations are persons, 
entitled by the U.S. Constitution to buy elections and run our government. 

Human beings are people; corporations are legal fictions.
We, the People of the United States of America, reject the U.S. Supreme 

Court’s ruling in Citizens United and other related cases, and move to amend our 
constitution to firmly establish that money is not speech, and that human beings, not 
corporations, are persons entitled to constitutional rights.

The Supreme Court is misguided in principle, and wrong on the law. In a 
democracy, the people rule. We Move to Amend.

The effects of corporate profiteering are omnipresent throughout our culture. In 
Northeast L.A., we can see the environmental health consequences of air and noise 
pollution; of re-tenanting; of a combination of causes leading to homelessness and 
gangs; of the war economy; and well, it’s overwhelming. But you know, every journey 
starts with a single step and together we can create positive change.

There’s a monthly meeting, usually held the last Saturday of the month at 1pm at 
Holy Grounds Coffee & Tea, 5371 Alhambra Ave., El Sereno 90032. 
You can contact local coordinator Ann Porter for more info 323-255-1279.

Please make your voice 
heard—take a brief 
online survey about the 
Southwest Museum at: 
treasureswm.org. 
The National Trust for 
Historic Preservation 
has been doing 
a fantastic job 
coordinating efforts 
on the future of the 
Southwest Museum and 
they really need your 
input—this includes 
just answering some 
simple ?s or proposing 
a project for the site. 
Let’s work together on a 
progressive plan for our 
beloved landmark.

Another Exciting Edition of What We Found at Dollar Tree
There is quite a 
large selection of 
AWESOME stickers at 
the moment—puffy, 
sparkly, glow-in-the-
dark, super-heroes, 
puppy dogs, kitty cats...

Lately there has also 
been a changing 
selection of kawaii 
solar-powered toys, 
from hula girls to 
monkeys, bears, and 
pandas.

Dear Marc Maron: Great job! Thank you a bunch! Your pal, Chicken Boy

Try doing a web 
search for “Ben Cohen 

& Oreos” sometime 
and check out how he 
illustrates the federal 

budget. To quote 
Huell Howser, 

“It’s amaaaazing!”


